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COMPLETE SPACE-LIKE HYPERSURFACES OF A DE

SPITTER SPACE WITH CONSTANT

MEAN CURVATURE

Introduction

By

Qing-ming Cheng

Let Mf(c) be an m-dimensional connected semi-Riemannian manifold of index

s and of constant curvature c, which is called an indefinite space form of index

s or simply a space form according as s>0 or s=0. An m-dimensional space

form of constant curvature c is only denoted by Mm(c). The study of hyper-

surfaces with constant mean curvature of Mn+＼c) was initiatedby Nomizu and

Smyth [13], who proved some excellent results.

It is seen that a complete space-like hypersurface of a Minkowski space

i??+1 possesses a remarkable Bernstein property in the maximal case by Calabi

[3] and Cheng and Yau [5]. As a generalization of the Bernstein type problem

a complete space-like maximal submanifold M of M^+V{c) was recetly charac-

terized by Ishihara [9] under a certain condition. In particular,itis proved that

if c is non-negative, then M it totally geodesic.

On the other hand, it is pointed out by Marsden and Tipler [10] that

space-like hypersurfaces with constant mean curvature of arbitrary spacetimes

have interest in relativity theory. An entire space-like hypersurface with con-

stant mean curvature of a Minkowski space is investigated by Goddard [8] and

Treibergs [19]. Itis well known as standard models of space-like hypersurfaces

with constant mean curvature of a Minkowski space i??+1 (resp. a de Sitter

space S?+I(c)) that we have hyperboloids Hk{c)xRn~k (resp. Hk(d)xSn-k(c2)

and Rn), where k=0, 1,■･･,n. After some perturbations conserving constant

mean curvatures, Goddard [8] conjectured the following two results: the only

space-like hypersurfaces with constant mean curvature of R＼ are the hyper-

boloids and three classes of space-like hypersurfaces S＼c2), R3 and H＼c{) are

the only complete space-like hypersurfaces with constant mean curvature which

exist in S＼(c). Stumbles [18] and Treibergs [19] however constructed many

entire such hypersurfaces of i??+1 different from the hyperboloids.
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The Bernstein-type property was also generalized by Nishikawa [12] from

the different point of view, and K. Milnor [11] and Yamada [20] gave a

characterization of the hyperbolic cylinder of R＼. Complete space-like hyper-

surfaces with constant mean curvature of a de Sitterspace S?+1 are also studied

by many authors [1], [2], [4], [17] and so on. Under this situation it seems

to be interesting to investigate whether or not there exist examples of such

hypersurfaces of a de Sitter space different from hyperboloids.

In this paper, a class of complete space-like hypersurfaces with constant

mean curvature of a de Sitter space is considered. The purpose of this paper

has different two directions. One is to generalize the Bernstein-type property

in this version, that is, to classifysuch hypersurfaces of non-negative curvature

in the case where a multiplicity of each principal curvature is greater than one.

The other is to show that there exist infinitely many space-like hypersurfaces

with constant mean curvatures of a de Sitter space.

In the first section, we will simply recall the theory of space-like hyper-

surfaces of an indefinite Riemannian manifold and in §2, some standard models

of complete space-like hypersurfaces of a de Sitter space whose mean curvatures

are constant are introduced. The following main theorem is proved in §3.

Main Theorem. Let M be an n(^3)-dimensional complete space-like hyper-

surface with constant mean curvature of a de Sitter space 5 +1(c). If the sectional

curvature is of non-negative and if a multiplicityof each principal curvature is

greater than one, then M is isometric to a Euclidean space Rn or a sphere

Sn{cr),0<d<c.

In the last section Goddard's second conjecture for a de Sitter space will

be treated and infinitely many complete space-like hypersurfaces with constant

mean curvature of a Sitter space are given.

1.Preliminaries

Let (M', g') be an m-dimensional indefinite Riemannian manifold of index

s(>0). Throughout this paper, manifolds are always assumed to be connected

and geometric objects are assumed to be of class C°°.We choose a local field

of orthonormal frames eu ･･･, em adapted to the indefinite-Riemannian metric in

M' and let a>i,･･･,≪om denote the dual coframe. Suppose that we have

g'{eA,eB)―sAdAB, £a=±1 for A, B, ･■･=!,･■･, m. The connection forms {a>AB}

of M' are characterized by the equations
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(1.1) d(l)AB+ l>lec(0AcAQ)CB= @AB,

^AB ―{―^/^)H^ceDR'ABCDOicAOiD,

where QAb (resp. R'abcd) denotes the indefinite Riemannian curvature form

(resp. components of the indefinite Riemannian curvature tensor R') of M'.

The components of the Ricci curvature tensor Ric' and the scalar curvature r'

are defined by respectively by

R'ab―Rba = '51£cRcabc,
(1.2)

An indefinite Riemannian manifold M' of constant sectional curvature is called

an indefinite space form of index s if M' is of index s. By M {c) an m-

dimensional indefinite space form of index s and of constant curvature c is

denoted. Then the components R'abcd of the indefinite Riemannian curvature

tensor R' for an indefinite space form Mf{c) are given by

(1.3) R'abcd―C£A5b{^ab^bc―8ac^bd) ･

Therefore the Ricci curvature tensor Ric' and the scalar curvature r' are alsc

given by

(1.4) R'AB―ijn―l)ceAdAB, r'=m(m―l)c.

In particular, M (c) is called a Lorentz space form and itis called a Minkowsh

space provided that c―0.

Standard models of complete Lorentz space forms are given as follows. Ir

an (n+£)-dimensional Euclidean space Rn+P with a standard basis, a scalai

product < , > is defined by

where x=(x1; ･･･, xn+p) and y―(yi, ■■･,yn+P) are in Rn+P. This is a scalai

product of index p and the space (Rn+P, < ,≫ is an indefinite Euclidean space

which is simply denoted by Rf+P. Let S?+1(c) be a hypersurface of i??+2 definec

by

<x, x>=r2 = l/c.

Then S?+1(c) inherits a Lorentz metric from the ambient space i??+2 with con

stant curvature c, which is called a de Sitter space. On the other hand, le

H^+1(c) be a hypersurface of R%+2 defined by

(x, xy = ―rz―1/c.
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Then H^+＼c) induces a Lorentz metric from the ambient space R%+2 with

negative constant curvature c, which is called an anti-de Sitter space. For

indefinite Riemannian manifolds, refer to O'Neill [15].

From now on, let M'―Mi+＼c) be an (n+l)-dimensional Lorontz space form of

index 1 and of constant curvature c and let M be a positive definite hyper-

surface of M?+1(c), which is said to be space-like. In the sequel, the following

convention on the range of indices are used, unless otherwise stated:

A, B, ■･■=0,1, ■･･, n; i, j, ･■■■―1,■■･, n. By restricting the canonical forms o)A

and the connection forms o)Ab to the hypersurface M, they are denoted by the

same symbol, respectively. Then we have

(1.5) tt>o=0,

and the metric on M induced from the indefinite-Riemannian metric g' on the

ambient space M' under the immersion is given by g=2>>iC§toi. Then

＼elf■■■, en} becomes a field of orthonormal frames on M with respect to this

metric and {(o1}■■■, <on} is a field of dual frames on M: From (1.1), (1.2) and

Cartan's lemma it follows that we have

(1.6) (Ooi=Hhija>j, hij―hji.

The quadratic form a=^,ehijQ}i(oJe0 with valued in the normal bundle is called

the second fundamental form on M, where we put e=£0. That is,

(1.7) a(eif ej)=ehije0,

and the scalar U―Ylhjjln is called the mean curvature of the hypersurface M.

The connection forms {o>^} of M are characterized by the structure equations 4,

(1.8) d(oiJ+'£Q>ikA<Oki=8ij,

Qij=(-l/2)^Rtjkl(ohA<Oi,

where Q^ (resp. Rijki) denotes the Riemannian curvature form (resp. the com-

ponents of the Riemannian curvature tensor R) of M. For the semi-Riemannian :

curvature tensors R' and R of M' and M respectively, it follows from (1.1)

and (1.8) that we have the Gauss equation

(1.9) Rijki=c(dudji,―8tk8ji)+e(htihji―hikhJi).

The components of the Ricci curvature tensor Ric and the scalar curvature r

are given by

(1.10) Rjk=c(n-l)8jk + ehhjk-(hjky,
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(1.11) r=n(n-l)c-＼-eh2-h2,

where h=^ihjj, (hjk)2=J]ehirhrk and h2='Zl(hjjy.

Now, the covariant derivative la of the second fundamental form a of M

with components hijk is given by

(1.12) HhijkO}k=dhij―^ihkj(i}ki―Hhika)kj.

Then, differentiating(1.6) exteriorly and making use of the structure equations

we have

J}hijka)jA(ok=0.

Thus we have the Codazzi equation

(1.13) hijk―hikj.

Similarly the covariant derivative V2a of la with components hijkiis given by

TihijkiQyi^dhijk―TihijkWu ―TihiikdDkj―hiiitoik.

Next, differentiating (1.12) exteriorly and using again the structure equations

and the above relationship, we obtain

J](2hijkl-{-hrjRrikl+ hirRrjkl)(OkA(Ol= 0.

Thus we get

(1-14) him ―hijik= ―J^hrjRrikl―llhirRrjkl,

which is called the Ricci formula for the second fundamental form.

Making use of this relationship repeatly and taking account of the Codazzi

equation (1.13), the Gauss equation (1.7) and the firstBianchi identity, one can

compute hijki as follows:

hijki= hl!iij+c(hijdki―hijdjk―hki8ij+hjt8ik ―hiidjk-{-hikdji)

+(hijyhkl-(hilyhjk-(hklyhij+(hJiyhik-(hilyhJk+(hil!Thjl.

Accordingly a Laplacian of the second fundamental form is given by

(1.15) AhiJ='^hijkk=^hkkij+c(nhij―h8ij)+h(ihij)i―h2hiJ.

The Laplacian of the function hz may be computed by using (1.9),(1.10) and

(1.15):

(1.16) amAh^e^hijkhijk + e^hijh^ij+cinhz-eh^+ehhz-ht,

where h^^hijihij)2.
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2. Standard models

In this section, some standard models of complete space-like hypersurfaces

with constant mean curvature of i??+1 and S?+1(c) are given. In particular, we

take examples of hypersurfaces whose sectional curvature are non-negative.

An (n+l)-dimensional Minkowski space i??+1 can firstbe regarded as a product

manifold of i?f+1 and Rn~k. With respect to the standard orthonormal basis of

i??+1 a class of space-like hypersurfaces Hh{cl)xRn~h of i??+1 is defined by

Hk(Cl)XRn-k = {(x, y^Rr^RI^XR71-*: ＼x＼2= -l/Cl>0},

where k=0, 1, ･･･, n and | | denotes the norm determined by the scalar product

on R＼+l which is given by <x, x} =―*o+S*=i*J- When k=0, this is a family

of totallygeodesic Euclidean spaces. In particular,if k=l, then Hl{ci) is a part

J of the hyperbolic curve in R＼ and jxR71'1 is a class of space-like hyper-

surfaces of R?+1. A number of distinct principal curvatures of each hyper-

surface in this family are exactly two, say ±(c―c1)1/2and 0, with muliplicities

1 and n―1, respectively.

We next define a family of space-like hypersurfaces Hk(c1)xSn~k(c2) of

S?+1(c) by

H＼Cl)xSn-k{c2)

= {(x, y)(ESr1(c)(ZRrz = Rki+1XRn-k+1: ＼x＼2= -l/cu ＼y＼*=l/cA,

where Ci<0, c2>0, l/c1+l/c2=l/c and k―O, 1, ･･･, n. When k=O, it is a family

of spheres of constant curvature c2, which are totally umbilical. In particular,

if k~l, then H＼ci) is a part y of th hyperbolic curve in R＼ and jxSn~＼c2) is

a class of space-like hypersurfaces of S?+＼c) and the number of distinct

principal curvatures of each hypersurface in this family are exactly two and

they are constant. A principal curvature is equal to ±{c―cx)1/2with multi-

plicity1 and the other is equal to ±(c―c2)1/2with multiplicity n―1.

Another family of space-like hypersurfaces M{s) of S?+＼c) given. For any

positive number s the hypersurface M(s) is defined by

M(s)= {xsSf+1(c)C/?r2: xo=xn+1+s}.

Then it is totally umbilical and moreover it is flat. That is, it is a Euclidean

space.

3. Hypersurfaces of non-negative curvature

In this section the main theorem mentioned in the introduction is proved
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Let M' be an (n+l)-dimensional de Sitter space of constant curvature c and

let M be a complete space-like hypersurface with constant mean curvature of

M'. Assume that the sectional curvature of M is of non-negative. For any

point p in M we can choose a frame fieldeu ･■･, en on M so that the matrix

(hjk) is diagonalized at that point, say

(3.1) hjk=Xjdjk.

Under such frame fieldat p we have

because M is space-like and hence the normal vector is time-like. Accordingly,

we get

=(l/2)S(-c+.Mi)tfi-^)2,

from which together with (1.16) it turns out that

(3.2) A/i8=-S(c-^)Ut-^)2-2|7a|2,

where |7a| denotes the norm of the covariant derivative 7a of the second

fundamental form a.

In order to prove the main theorem, we need a fundamental property for

the following generalized maximal principle due to Omori [14] and Yau [21].

Theorem. Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold whose Ricci curvature

is bounded from below. Let f be a C2-function which is bounded from below on

M. Then for any positive number e there exists a point q at which it satisfies

(3.3) |grad/|(9)<e, Af(q)>e, f(q)<mff+s.

Since M in space-like, the Ricci curvature tensor Rij is given by

Rt^in-Dcdij-hhtj-ihiif

by (1.10). Let Xu ■■･, Xn be principal curvatures of M. Then the Ricci cur-

vature tensor becomes

Ri^&n-Vc-hli+XWdij,

which yields that the Ricci curvature of M is bounded from below by a con-

stant (n―l)c―/z2/4. Given any positive number a, a function / is defined by

l/(a―h2y2. Then it is smooth and positive on M because hz is non-positive.

Moreover, since the function / is bounded from below, we can apply the the-

orem due to Omori and Yau to the function /. So, given any point p in M
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and any positive number e there exists a point q at which / satisfies the

property (3.3) in the theorem. Consequently the following relationship

(3.4) a/2)f(qyAh2(q)>f(q)e-3e*

can be derived by the simple and direct calculation. For a convergent sequence

{em} such that sm>0 and em->0 (m―>oo) there exists a point sequence {qm＼ so

that the sequence {f(qm)} converges to f0 by taking a subsequence, if necessary.

From the definition of the infimun we have fo=inff and hence the definition

of / gives rise to

(3.5) hs(qm)―>Mh2 (m->oo).

On the other hand, it follows from (3.4) that we have

(3.6) a/2)KqmyAh2(qm)>f(qm)em-3e2m,

and the right hand side converges to 0 because the function / is bounded.

Since the sectional curvature K(ej} ek) of the plane section spanned by et and

ek is given by K(ej, ek)―c―XjXk and since it is assumed to be non-negative,

we have c―XjXk^O for any distinctindices j and k. Accordingly (3.2) means

that

(3.7) A/z2(gm)^-S(c-WU,-;U)2^0,

where principal curvatures are continuous. Accordingly, for any positive number

e (<2) there is a sufficientlylarge integer m0 for which we have

(3.8) f(qmyAh2(qm)>-e for m>m0.

On the other hand, it is seen that the sequence {f(qm)＼is bounded from below

by a positive constant. In fact, we have

-/a2/24-(-A3)2=S^|U,-^fe)2^0,

/*4-(-/*2)2=-2WW^0,

and hence we get ―(―h2y'z^h3^(―h2f2, from which together with (1.6)it

follows that

a/2)Ahz^c(h2+h2)+ |h |(-/z2)3/2-(-/i2)2.

This relationship and (3.8) yield the inequality

(2-e)h2(qmy-2＼h＼(-h2rXqm)+2(ae-nc)h2(qm)-)ea24-2ch*)<0,

which implies that {h2{qm)} is bounded from below. This means that the

sequence {f(qm)＼is bounded from below by a positive constant. By means of

(3.6),(3.7) and the above fact, we get
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(3.9) Mt(qm) ―>0 (ro->oo).

Thus (3.7) and (3.9) give rise to

(3.10) (c-WkXXj-ik)＼qm) ―> 0 (m->oo)

for any distinct indices j and k.

Now, the following facts will be proved by (3.10):

(a) Any sequence {Xj(qm)＼ is bounded for any j;

(b) For any distinct indices j and k there is a subsequence {qmi＼ of the

sequence {qm} such that

(c―XjXkXqmi) ―> 0 (z->.oo) or
(3.11)

(Xj-Ak)(qmi) ―> 0 (z-oo).

(c) For any distinct indices j and & there is a subsequence {^m*} of the

sequence {qm} such that

Uj-ZkXqmi)―*0 (*->°o).

The assertion (a) is first proved. Suppose that there is an index j such

that {Xj(qm)＼ is not bounded. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that

^j{Qm)―>o°(m―>oo). Since the mean curvature H―h/n is constant, there is

another sequence {Xk(qm)} such that Xk(qm)->― oo (?n―>oo) and hence

XAk(qm)―>―co and (^―Xk)(qm)―> oo (m->oo).

This is a contradiction to (3.10).

Next, in order to prove the assertion (b), we put am=(c―2.jXkXQm) and

bm=(,Aj―XkYiq-m)- For two sequences {am＼ and {bm} these are both bounded by

the assertion (a) and (3.10) means that a sequence {ambm} converges to 0 as m

tends to infinity. Suppose that there is a subsequence {amj} such that amj-≫a^C

and ＼bm＼^B. Because of amjbmj=bmj(amj―a)+abmj, we have

Ia.mjbmj I + Ibmj(amj―a) ＼̂ Iabmj | .

Since {amjbmj} is also converges to 0, there is a positive integer N for any

positive number s such that |am^mj|<£and |am;-―a|<s for y>AT, which yields

that ＼abmj＼^$(l+B) and hence bmj->0 (/-->oo). This leads to amj―>0 (/―>°o) oi

6m;―>0 (/->oo), that is, the proof of (b) is complete.

Now, for principal curvatures ix and 12 we can regard the subsequence

{qmi} in the assertion (b) as a sequence {qm}. Suppose anew ytiX2(qm)-^c (m-≫oo).

Since {/li(gm)} is bounded, it converges to Xi0 by taking the subsequence {qmj}

if necessary. Suppose that X10=0. Then we have ＼XlX2{qmj)＼^Ai＼X1{qmj)＼,
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where A2 denotes the upper bound of {X2(qm)}, which implies that

2>＼h{Qmj)^>Qizc(j-+oo)f a contradiction. Thus Jilo^=O and hence we have

Uiol ＼X2(qmj)―c/X10＼̂＼X2(qmj)＼＼Xl(qmj)―Xio＼+ ＼XiX2(.qmj)―c＼,

from which it follows that X2(qmj)-^c/Xlo=X2o. Consequently two limits have

the same sign, which shows that, without loss of generality we may suppose

that they are positive. The assumption that a multiplicity of all principal

curvatures is greater than one and the condition of the sectional curvatures

give us the fact c―Xi(qmjT^O and c―X2(qmj)2^0 and therefore 0<^10, /t20^W.

This coupled with (3.11) yields that Xi(qmj)-j>V~c~and X2(qmj)-*Vc (j-+°°),which

means that Xlo=X2o=Vc~, that is, (X1―Xi)(qmj)-)'O (y->°°), by taking the sub-

sequence if necessary, Similarly, for principal curvatures li and X3 there is a

subsequence {qmk} of {qmj} such that (Xi―XsXqmk)-^O (£->°°),by taking the

subsequenc if necessary. Since the sequence {(Xi―X2Xqmj)} converges to zero,

it is see that the subsequence {(X1―X2XQmk)} converges also to zero as k tends

to infinity, which implies that there is a point subsequence {qmk} of {qmj} so

that two sequences {(Xi~hXQmk)} and {Ui―^3)(<?m*)} converges both to zero as

k tends to infinity. This means that the assertion (c) is inductively proved.

Thus, for any distinct indices j and k we have XjQ―Xko or ytjoXko=c and

hence we get Xjo=Xko=Vc because of (X^-o^Vg . Furthermore, because of

―nh2―hz=r£(Xj―Xky^O, the function Yt is bounded from above by the constant

―h2/n and on the other hand the sequence {h2(qm)} converges to ―h2/n. It

means that we obtain h2{qm)->―hz/n=$uph2, from which together (3.5) it

follows that sup/i2=inf h2, namely, the function h2 is constant on M. Accord-

ingly (3.2) means that the second fundamental form is parallel and therefore

the simple algebraic calculation implies that all principal curvatures are constant

on M and the number of distinct principal curvatures are at most 2. By means

of the congruence theorem of Abe, Koike an Yamaguchi [1] it completes the

proof of Main theorem stated in the introduction.

Remar 3.1. By the hyperbolic cylinder yxS71'1^), where y denotes the

space-like curve in R＼, it is seen that the assumtion of the multiplicitiesof

principal curvatures in Main theorem can not be omitted.

The case where the ambient space is an anti-de Sitter space shall be con-

sidered. Let M be a space-like hypersurface of an anti-de Sitter space H^+＼c),

whose mean curvature is constant. If M is of non-negative curvature, then the

process of the proof of the main theorem in this section holds to the fact that

all sequences {Aj(qm)} are convergent as m tends to infinity. Suppose that M
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is of non-negative curvature. Then it is easily seen by the simple algebraic

consideration that the number of distinctlimits of these sequences {Xj{qm)} is

at most two, say ^j0 and X2a,and c―^10^2o^0. It turns out that one is positive

and the other is negative. Then we may suppose, without loss of generality,

that the multiplicity of X1Qis greater than one, because of n^3. Then, for a

sufficientlylarge m2 there are distinctindices / and k such that the sequences

{Xj(qm)} and ＼Xk(qm)}convergent to ^10,and Xj(qm) and Ak(qm) are positive for

any integer w>m2. Therefore the sectional curvature of the plane at qm

spanned by principal vectors corresponding to lj(qm) and Xk(qm) is given by

c―Xi(Qrr,)lb(a.rr,).which is negative. Thus one finds

Proposition 3.1. Let M be an n(^3)-dimensional space-like hyper surface of

an anti-deSitter space Hi+1(c) whose mean curvature is constant. Then M is not

of non-negative,curvature.

Remark 3.2. In the case where the ambient space is a Minkowski one, it

is trivialthat a space-like hypersurface M of non-negative curvature is totally

geodesic, if M is of constant mean curvature and if a rnnltiplicityof each

principal curvature is greater than one. The last assumption can not be

omitted. In fact, a hyperbolic cylinder rxi?""1 in i??+1 defined by {xei?f+1:

―x＼Jr%＼――b%), where b is a positive constant and hence J is a space-like curve

in R＼,is a complete flatspace-like hypersurface of i??+1 one of whose distinct

principal curvatures is 0 with its multiplicity n―1 the other is a non-zero

constant.

Remark 3.3. A hypersurface of a Minkowski space i??+1 is said to be

entire if it is the graph of a function over the whole Rn. It is seen by Cheng

and Yau [5] that in the entire space-like hyersurface M with constant mean

curvature of i??+1 the Ricci curvature of M is non-positive. According to

Stumbles and Treibergs' theorem [18] and [19] there are many entire space-

like hypersurfaces with constant mean curvature of i??+1 which are different

from the hyperboloids. It means that entire space-like surfaces with non-positive

Gauss curvature and constant mean curvature exist in R＼ and hence we cannot

expect to classifyspace-like hypersurfaces with constant mean curvature and of

non-DOsitive sectional curvature.

By the similarmethod to the proof of the main theorem, we can verify

following fact, which is a complete version of a part of Nomizu and Smyth's

theorem [13]. A complete simply connected Riemannian manifold of negative
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constant curvature is said to be hyperbolic.

Theorem 3.2. Let M be an ni>Z)-dimensional complete hypersurface with

constant mean curvature of a hyperbolic space. If the sectionalcurvature is non-

negative and if a muliplicity of each principal curvature is greater than one,

then M is isometric to a Euclidean space or a sphere.

4. Goddard's second conjecture

This section is devoted to the investigation about examples of complete

space-like hypersurfaces with constant mean curvature of a de Sitter space

Si+l(c), which are different from standard models. By taking account of the

main theorem, it is seen that at least one principal curvatures ought to be

simple. In fact, as we remarked in the last of §3, it suffices to consider

hypersurfaces with distinct two principal curvatures one of which is simple of

S?+1(c). Such hypersurfaces are conformally flat.

Let M be a space-like hypersurface of S?+1(c),n^3, and assume that the

principal curvatures X/s on M satisfy

(4.1)

Xn = ft,

such that X^fi. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that ^>0. As is

well known, the distribution D of the space of principal vectors at any point

corresponding to the principal curvature X is completely integrable, because the

multiplicity of each principal curvature is constant. Now, since X and fi are

smooth functions on M and since the second fundamental form is given by

hjk=Xj8jk, i.e., haa―X, hnn=[i and hjk=0 (j^k), we have, by the definition

of the covariant derivative Va with components hijk,

(4-2) dX ―haaaOa + Hb^ahaabdib-^haanOin,

where indices a, b,■■■run over the range {1, ･･■, n―1}. Because of (ooa=Xo)a,

we have

d(l)oa= dX f＼(Da+ Xd(l)a

―dXf＼(Da+ X{―^b(j)ab/＼(i}b―O>an/＼O)n),

while the restriction of the structure equation for the ambient space to the

hypersurface M yields

d(Doa――2 k(l)nhA(Ohn.+ Qnn.
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because the ambient space is a constant curvature and (o0n=fion- Combining

together with above two equations, we have

(4.3) 'EbX,b(l)bA(Oa+{(fl―Z)a)an―J; n<Oa}A(On = 0

for any index a, where dX=^bX, bwb-＼-X,no)n. Since 2-forms a)jAa)k (j<k) are

linearly independent, this implies

X, g=0,

(4.4)

(fi―X)O)an―X, n(t)a―faQ)n

for any index a, where fa is a function on M. By the second equation of (4.4)

we have do)n={fa/([i―X)}<i>n/＼(i>a,which inplies that da)n=0 (mod.Wn). This

yields that the distribution D is completely integrable because D is defined by

o}n=zQ. From (4.2) and the firstequation of (4.4) it follows that we have

haaa<i)a'＼'^lb*ahaab!Jib'Thaan(i>nT=X,nQ)n,
and hence

(4.5) haaa = 0, haab= O (b^d), haan = X,n.

Similarly, for the other principal curvature fi one has

dfi= ^bhnnb(iib+hnnn(s)n.

Because of 6>ora―u(Dn,by the same argument as that of X we have

da>on=―ZI}ti(0nb/＼<Ob=zdfiAa)n―fi'5}ia)nb/＼(t)b,

and hence

dfiAo)n+(].―[i)1}b<i>nbA<ob=0.

We set dfjt―^fjt, &a>6-|-^,nwn. This together with (4.4) implies

(4.6) ft,a=fa for any index a.

By definition, we have

(4.7) hnna,―fl, a, hnnn ―pi,,.

On the other hand, for distinct indices a and b, one has

(4.8) habk―0 for any index k,

In particular, let M be a space-like hypersurface of 5f+1(c) whose mean

curvature is non-zero constant. Then principal curvatures X p. and satisfy

h=(n―l)A-{-fi and hence (n―l)JL, * + ;≪,k―0 for any index k. Moreover, by

(4.4), (4.6) and (4.7) we have
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(4.9) X, a= P, a= hann = O, fa = O

for any index a. Thus, the principal curvature 1 is constant along each integral

submanifold of the corresponding distribution. By (4.4) we have

(4.10) (Dna=l, n{nX―h)-l(Da, ―(n―l)X,n=!i,n―hnnn.

Consequently, in order for M to satisfy that the mean curvature is constant,

their principal curvatures X and p. must satisfy (4.9) and (4.10). Moreover, by

the second equation of (4.4) and (4.9) we have da)n=0, which shows that we

may put

(4.11) Q)n=dv.

Thus we have

(4.12) Q)na= X＼nX-h)-1(Oa,

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to the parameter v. (4.12)

shows that the integral submanifold Mn~＼v) corresponding to X and v is

umbilical in M and in S?+1(O- Substituting the above equation into the struc-

ture equation

d(Dna+ J}b(l>nbA(Dba=(c―Xfl)(OnA(Oa ,

we have

d{k＼nX―hyla}a)=―X＼nX―h)~1^tb(i}bf＼(t>ba+{c~-Xfi)o)n/＼(t)a-

Since the left hand side is reduced to

{(nZ-hy1X'}'(i)nA<i>a+(.nX-hy1A'(+^b(DabAa>b+a>anA(Dn),

we get

(4.13) {(nX-h)-1Xfy-{(nX-h)-lXf}t-{c-hX-^(n-l)Xi}=0,

which is reformed to

(4.14) {nX-h)Xn'-(n+l)Xn-{c-hA+(n-l)X2}(nX-h)2=0,

Putting a―{l―hln)~lln,(4.14) can be replaced by

a"+(n-l)(J-2n+1+{(n-2)h/n}a-n+1+(c-h2/n2)ff=R.

Integrating the differentialequation for a of degree 2, we obtain

(4.15) 0>2-a'2n+1-2h/na-n+2+(c-h2/n2)az^c1 ,

where cx is the integral constant. Hence, we have the different situation

compared with the case of no simple roots. Hence we have many hyper-

surfaces of Sf+1(c) whose mean curvature is constant corresponding to the values
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of the constant d.

In the sequel, we suppose that c―l and S?+1(l)is an (n+l)-dimensional de

Sitter space S?+1 of constant curvature 1 in i?f+2. We may consider the frame

(e0,elt･■･,en, x) in i??+2 such that x=en+i. Since the second fundamental form

of S?+1 as the hypersurface i?f+2 is given by hAB――HbSbSab, we have

O)n + 10 =
0

<Dn + lk ― ―(0k ･

Accordingly, we have the following relations by (4.12),

= So^aG>6ae6―{/!go+ (10g O)'en+ en+l}(0a,

d{Xe0+(log<jyen+en+1}

= {X'―fi(logffy}(one0+{-2.fi-＼-(logay-＼-l}Q)nen

-(＼Qgo)'a)nen+1 (mod. eu ･･･,en-i)

=―(log ff)'{Ze0+(logo)'en+en+i}dv,

by means of (4.13). Hence, putting

(4.16) W=e1A ■■■Aen-i{Xe0+(＼og<ryen+en+1},

we get

(4.17) dW=-{＼ogo)'Wdv,

which shows that the n-vector W in i??+2 is constant along Mn~＼v). Hence

there exists an n-dimensional linear subspace En(v) in i?f+2 containing Mn~＼v).

Since the scalar product <w, u) of the vector u defined Xe0+(＼ogoyenen+1 is

given by

-X2+{(log<iy}2+l=c1(X-h/n)2/n

by means of (4.15),the vector u is space-like, null or time-like, according as

the integral constant d is positive, zero or negative. So the linear space En{v)

is space-like if d is positive. By (4.17) the n-vector field W depends only on

v and by integrating in the equation

W{v)={nX{v)-h}lin{nX{v,)-h}-l'nW{vo)

holds. Hence it is seen that En(v) is parallel to En(v0) in i?f+2.

The sectional curvature of Mn~＼v) is here considered. Since Mn~＼v) is

regarded as the submanifold of Sf+1, its sectional curvature is give by

[-^+{(log<y)'}2+l](v) because of
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da)ab+ '51dRacAa>cb= (OaoA<Oob―(OanA<Onb + <0aA<Db

=l-r+{(iogayy+i-](oaAo)b.

Since the vector u=Xea-{-(logoyen+en+1 is space-like, Mn~＼v) is the in―1)-

dimensional sphere Mn~＼v)=En{v)r＼S1i+1 of constant curvature |w(v)|2=

[―)?+{{＼ogo)'}2+l~＼(v)and the the center q{v)is given by

q(v)=x-u(v)/＼u(v)＼2.

Moreover the center lies in a fixed plane E＼ through the origin of i? +2 and

orthogonal to En{v0) because the position vector q in i??+2 is orthogonal to the

vectors ea for any a and u. Hence the point q{v) makes a plane curve in E＼.

Thus one find the following

Theorem 4.1. Let M be an n(^3)-dimensional space-like hypersurface with

constant mean curvature of S?+1(c). // it has exactly two distinctprincipal

curvatures one of which is simple and the other X has no zero points, the follow-

ing assertions are true:

(1) M is a locus of moving {n―l)-dimensional submanifold M71"1^) along

which the principal curvature 1 is constant and which is umbilic in M and of

constant curvature {d/dv{＼oglf+l2jrc), where v is the arc length of an orthogonal

trajectory of the family Mn~＼v), and X=X(v) satisfiesthe ordinary differential

equation (4.14) of order 2.

(2) // M=Sf+1 in R^+2, then Mn~＼v) is contained in an (n-l)-dimensional

sphere Sn~＼v)=En(v)r＼Si+1 of theintersectionof Sn+1 and an n-dimensional linear

subspace En(v) in i??+2 which is parallel to a fixed En. The center q moves on a

plane curve in a plane R2 through the origin of i?i+2 and orthogonal to En.

Corollary 4.2. There exist infinitely many space-like hyper surfaces of

Si+＼c) whose mean curvature is constant, which is not congruent to each other on

it.

This section is essentiallyrelated to Otsuki's theory in [16]

Remark 4.1. We have no information about the sign of the sectional

curvature of the above examples.

Remark 4.2. According to the Goddard second conjecture the class of

totallyumbilic hypersurfaces is the only complete space-like hypersurface with

constant mean curvature of Sf. This is denied by the existence of hyperbolic
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cylinders, whose principal curvatures are constant. However principal curva-

tures of the above hypersurfaces are not necessarily constant, which that they

are different from the hyperboloids. So they are also conuter-examples of

Goddard's second conjecture.

Remark 4.3. In a Minkowski space the existence is to give the entire

solution of the partial differentialequation

(4.18) (l-S/,2)2/**+S//^=/*(l-2/,203/2, l-2/2>0

on Rn, where fj―df/dxj and fjk=dzf/dxjdxk. Treibergs [19] considered approxi-

mations of entire space-like hypersurfaces with constant mean curvature in

i?i+1 by solving a Direchlet problem in an increasing sequence of domains and

obtained many essentially different solutions.
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